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TT No.233: Paul Roth - Sat 16th May 2009; Essex Olympian League Division 1; 

RAYLEIGH TOWN vs. HUTTON; Res: 3-2; Att: 100 (?); Entry & Programme: N/A; 

Weather: Very blustery, sunny & mild; French Onion Soup: None. 

EOL LEAGUE DIV 1 TABLE AS AT 13.30 pm ON SAT 16th MAY 2009 – (1) 

WESTHAMIANS – played 30; points; 68; goal-difference +50; (2) HUTTON – 28; 63 

and +64 and (3) RAYLEIGH TOWN – 27; 57 and +54.   

Geoffrey urinates too frequently (approximately, every 36 minutes); so often does 

he need to 'go' that I've politely told him that he ought to seek medical advice. 

There might, just possibly, be something seriously awry.  

The last few weeks has seen a worrying increase in this level of this urologic 

activity. After much persuasion, mainly from his concerned girlfriend, a week ago 

last Friday, he visited his doctor. The diagnosis was swift; my dear friend is 

suffering from a hugely swollen prostate gland; in fact, Geoff's Trinidadian GP 

described it as......" the singularly most engorged organ I have ever come across in 

my entire ten weeks as a General Practitioner"! What?  

"Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH)" is the medical parlance for the condition. The 

affliction is caused by very high levels of testosterone, which in turn is responsible 

for Geoff's massive and virtually insatiable sexual appetite. It is thought that, at 

birth, Geoff was briefly starved of oxygen, resulting in his propensity to 

Asphyxiophilia.  

Sitting in the Roebuck in Rayleigh, after recounting all this to me, and two hours or 

so before this vital EOL match was due to start at the earlier than usual time of 

1.30 pm, an unfortunate but nonetheless hilarious incident happened right in front 

of our very eyes. A scantily clad young lady missed her stepping whilst returning to 

her seat from the bar area, ending up in a heap, displaying.......how can I put this 

tactfully; a little more than tomorrow's laundry, shall we say. In a blink of an eye 

Geoffers announced that he was off to the 'Gents', begging the question as to 

exactly what for? Was he going for yet another slash; or perhaps a "J Arthur"; His 

comedic sense of mis-timing had tears rolling down my cheeks!  

Half an hour later, walking back down the hill, passing the Travellers' Joy public 

house, that looked anything but, we were back at the Rayleigh Sports Centre, 

Located off the London Road. A long driveway leads to the arena, which boasts a 

smart looking pavilion with a covered viewing balcony, albeit too far away from 

the fully roped and poled-off pitch to make spectating from there a viable 

proposition. A tea hatch remained terminally closed throughout our sojourn.  

Most eye catching of all about the venue is the acres of green mesh netting that 

abuts the far goal area, plus the No.2 pitch beyond, which in turn overlaps the 

cricket field. This material also abounds around the large training area, which is 



located to the left upon entry. Smart, new wooden dugouts embellish the neat 

setting.  

The table at the head of this article shows the multifarious permutations still 

possible for the three top clubs, prior to kick off. Rayleigh Town can still win 

promotion if they win all their matches; Hutton can win the title if they do 

likewise and Westhamians will be champions if the latter slip up in any regard. It 

was all set up for a cracking afternoon.  

And oh boy, was it. Playing down the slope and with a gale force wind behind 

them, Hutton had by far the better of an entertaining first half, opening the 

scoring in the 12th minute, when Adrian Topps tapped in at the far post. Midway 

through the half, Mark Hughes curled in a delightful free kick from fully 25 yards, 

to seemingly scupper Rayleigh’s now dwindling promotion hopes; that was how it 

remained until teatime.  

The second forty-five minutes belonged to the homesters, as they went all guns 

blazing at the Hutton goal, with the slope and wind now aiding their cause. The 

pattern of play was set when Rayleigh halved the arrears through a spot kick, 

slotted home with aplomb by John Hodges. The equaliser soon followed when a 

shot-cum-cross was taken on the wind, fortuitously finding its way into the inside 

of the side netting. With the elements and all the play coming towards me and the 

visitors' goal, plus the constant sibilance of that green mesh fencing behind me, I 

was in perhaps in the best position of anyone assembled. Rayleigh had a perfectly 

good score ruled out for offside, before dramatically snatching the winner with 

minutes to spare. A hint of hand ball went unseen by the officials, resulting in that 

man Hodges gleefully ramming the ball into the roof of the net from three yards. 

Minutes later the final whistle blew and a huge cheer went up from the side-line; 

the entire Westhamian FC team had come along to cheer on Rayleigh and they 

themselves were now Senior Division 1 champions!   

A marvellous, dramatic and captivating match which had had everything: even a 

further three 'Wetties' from Mr. Seers; thank the lord for those bushes and that he 

was weeing downwind!! By the way, he's now taking Bromide for his 'wee' 

problem!!!  

FGIF Star rating: 5*. 
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